
First, I want to say congratulations and thank-you to you all. I say that because there 

probably few things less attractive to most of us than listening to a Catholic priest talk 

about sex. And yet, here you are. So thank-you.  

There are many possible reasons for why we might not have an enthusiastic response to 

a message topic like today, but probably high on the list is the reality that we all know 

that Catholic priests make a promise of celibacy. That means Catholic priests do not 

marry, and therefore according to the Church’s teaching on chastity, they also do not (or 

at least are not supposed to) as contemporary language would say, “have sex”.  And if 

you don’t “have sex”  how can you have anything meaningful to say about sex? 

It’s a challenging question. But here is another. How is it possible for thousands of men 

and women over the course of many centuries, to live – seemingly happily – a way of 

life which we are taught is at best “un-natural” and at worst perverted? And how can 

such a way of life be held up by the Church as exemplary? (it’s how Jesus lived after all)

Trying to answer these questions brings us back to the title for today’s message “Sex and

the human person”. Because the place of celibacy – and more generally the Church’s 

entire teaching on human sexuality, is not based on a claim to any special expertise 

regarding sex, but rather the claim to a profound understanding of the human person. A 

claim to knowledge about who we are, who we were created to be, and about what lies 

at the heart of our life, our identity, and our destiny. 

And what lies at the heart of those things, what lies at the heart of US isn’t quite what 

our culture presumes it to be. To illustrate this, I want to talk first about something you 

might not expect. I want to share a little bit with you about death. As a priest I along 

with many of my brothers have been privileged to spend time and share conversation 

with people who are coming to the end of their time here on earth. 



Now some of you here today may have had the same experience very often with a loved 

one. But as a priest we are privileged – and sometimes challenged – to have this 

experience regularly and with a variety of individuals.

I can report to you that people in this situation want – when they are able –  to talk about

many different things. Certainly we do talk about death, about God, about judgement, 

and about heaven and hell. But as you can also imagine, sometimes at least, we also talk 

about the life they have lived. They remember the good moments and ( a little less 

often ) they also remember the sorrowful moments. They may talk about family 

relationships gone wrong, and the pain of not feeling those relationships have healed.

 

They also express their pride and happiness in their life with their families, and the lives 

their children and sometimes grandchildren have made for themselves. I’m not going to 

share the specific content of any those conversations. But I can share with you one thing 

that has never ever come up. This particular thing doesn’t come up when people are 

talking about their greatest joys. And it doesn’t come up when people are talking about 

their greatest sorrows. It doesn’t really come up at all. That one thing is..... SEX.

So far, in my experience at least, no one standing on the edge of eternity and turning to 

look back at their life, is obsessed – or even much bothered -- about sex. Now you might

say that that is the last thing they would want to talk about, either at this moment of their

life, or to a priest, and you might be right. But consider also, the witness of  popular 

culture. There are many great death scenes in plays, in movies (and in television as well)

and in their speeches, those facing death speak – often in highly dramatic and eloquent 

fashion – about many of the things I mentioned earlier.  But in plays, movies, and TV, as

in real life, for characters standing at the edge of eternity and looking back at their life, 

generally speaking, sex and sexual experiences just don’t come up. 



Now perhaps it seems that I am belabouring an obvious point. But the point I want you 

to consider is that IF in our most profound moments, considering the ultimate meaning 

and value of our own life,  the whole area of sexuality, which in truth DOES occupy a 

significant amount our our time, and our energy and our attention, while we are alive...

... IF this whole area just doesn’t come up, perhaps we can see the beginnings of an 

answer to the question our culture poses to celibates and to vowed religious. “How is it 

possible for someone to live without sex?” 

Perhaps, if this whole dimension of our existence can so easily be passed over by those 

considering the meaning of their life – even by those for whom it truly WAS a 

significant part of their life -- perhaps this issue, despite its very real importance – is not 

actually as close to the centre of our self, and our self-understanding, as we believe. 

Now it is absolutely true that the gift of human sexuality IS part of who we are and who 

we are meant to be, even for we celibates - “male and female He created them”. In that 

sense at least it is fundamental.  But instructed by our Lord Jesus Christ, the Church  

approaches human sexuality as she approaches the rest of our humanity --  from the 

same place as those people I was talking about earlier – standing on the edge of eternity. 

And standing in that place, her teaching is not intended to affirm us in the particular 

sexual or other desires that pull us this way and that from one day, week, and year to the 

next. Rather, it is intended to call us to live a life that is in line with the ultimate purpose 

of human life – communion with God, the source of life, of love, and of everything else 

– and therefore to call us to the proper use of the gift of our sexuality. For some, living 

in line with that ultimate purpose, may involve renouncing not the gift of our sexual 

nature, but its active expression.

Make no mistake. The Christianity remains a life-affirming faith. We are intended – even

called -- to appreciate the good things in life. 



As G.K. Chesterton once put it. “Wherever a Catholic sun doth shine, there is plenty of 

food and good red wine. But just as enjoying food and good wine need not lead to 

obesity and alcoholism, so enjoying and appreciating the gift of sexuality does mean 

they must be enjoyed without limit.

It is true that we Christians understand the ultimate purpose of our lives in a particular 

way. With regard to human sexuality, for example, we understand it – like everything 

else – to be something we have received as a gift, not simply something we possess, to 

be used whenever or however we desire. 

We also believe that this gift is given for a purpose –first, to deepen the intimacy and 

communion of a man and a woman who have promised lifetime faithfulness to each 

other, and second, to bring children into this world within the (relatively) safe confines 

of such a relationship.

So far I have been pointing out the limits in using the human sexual desires to form the 

definition and identity of the human person, and I have defined sexuality as relating 

directly to our male and female ways of being human. This we believe to be true. But we

should also acknowledge the many people, including many baptized Catholics, whose 

sexual desires do not fit within that understanding, and many of whom believe that those

desires DO constitute their identity. Such people often feel excluded and marginalized 

within the Church.

This is not simple situation to respond to. Mostly because in asking to be included and 

accepted, people are also asking to be affirmed in sexual activity that is an improper use 

of the gift of sexuality. We can and must affirm everyone as beloved children of God and

our brothers and sisters in Christ. And we must also include them in our community. But

we cannot affirm behaviour which is wrong.  



This applies also to heterosexual men and women who expect to be affirmed in sexual 

activity outside marriage. We cannot affirm behaviour which is wrong.  

For these folks as for us all,  the point I have been making about the proper place of our 

sexuality in defining the meaning of our life, applies. I would agree that this is 

particularly challenging teaching in a society whose media, arts and culture assumes and

teaches us that sexuality is much closer to the heart of being human. But I would argue 

that one reason (not the only one) that those identifying as gay or lesbian experience the 

church’s teaching as oppressive, is not due to the power of Christian beliefs influencing 

our culture, but rather to their absence. OK, but how so?

Well, compared to earlier ages, our society has a limited view of the place of love in our 

human lives. We tend to assume that love among adults only reaches its highest 

expression in a relationship that is not only loving, but also sexual, and that all other 

love is somehow second best.  

Consider the romantic comedy. In decades past these stories would conclude with 

engagement, marriage and happily ever after. Now people “meet cute” at the beginning, 

fall for one another, almost immediately begin a sexual relationship, and only much later

begin the task of building a mature, stable relationship. In such a culture, denying people

sexual activity is easily understood as denying them the best of love as well. 

This is why so many people see affirming same-sex sexual activity as an issue of human 

rights. By placing constraints on sexual activity, it is assumed we are placing constraints 

on love and therefore denying the humanity of those to whom we are denying this gift.

In the classical and Christian traditions, however, in addition to the love of family, the 

love of friends -- including same sex friendships --  has historically held to be very 

important to human flourishing. 



Indeed in the past, the love of one friend for another has been expressed in the language 

of love – a language sometimes so intense that we assume --  falsely  -- that it must 

reflect a sexual relationship. 

As a heterosexual celibate man, I join those who are gay or lesbian in objecting to any 

assumption that I am unable to experience real love. 

But I do NOT join them in affirming that to be real, love must be expressed sexually. 

That is certainly NOT the teaching of the Church. To understand better, let’s turn to a 

famous passage about love from St. Paul’s letter to the Corinthians. Many of you will 

recognize it.

 “Love is patient, love is kind, love is not envious or boastful or arrogant or rude. It does 

not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice in wrongdoing

but rejoices in truth. It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all 

things. Love never ends.”

This passage is a favourite at Catholic weddings. The men and women who ask for it to 

be read at their wedding often find it both inspiring and challenging. How prejudiced 

and hateful of the Church to believe that what the spirit has inspired Paul to write about 

love only applies to heterosexual couples! But of course the Church does not believe 

that,  because Paul did not write that. In fact Paul is not writing to married couples at all 

– rather he is writing to human beings. To Christians. To us. All of us. We are all called 

to love.

I have talked a lot about love, but before I conclude, I want to speak briefly about hate. 

Because we are commonly accused of hate in proclaiming our understanding of the 

human person and human sexuality. 



Indeed one of the “teaser” questions I used on the promotional cards for this series is a 

question I received anonymously from a student in our Catholic High Schools – “Why 

does the Church hate the LGBTQ community?”

Ironically, these accusations of hatred have been as contemporary discourse says 

“weaponized” a term used in politics meaning “to be used to undermine an opponent’s 

[...] identity and will by generating complexity, confusion and political and social 

schisms.”1 

Given the intensity of the debate within the North American Church on these very 

issues, we might be tempted to say to the weaponizers:  “Mission accomplished”. After 

all, who wants to go through life identified as a hater?

In response to the specific question I was asked, we do NOT hate this community – 

whether in reality it is one community or many. We are called to love. But that I am even

forced to say that, is a clear sign of the weaponization to which I referred.  Sadly it is 

possible that individual baptized Christians do hate members of some of these groups. 

But given the vitriolic rhetoric which has regularly and publicly been used against the 

church, her teaching, and her people on this topic,  the balance of hatred in these debates

is – at best – unclear.

Life, death, sex, love -- we’ve covered a lot of ground. But what comes first and matters 

most is God’s love for us. As the apostle John wrote: in this is love, not that we loved 

God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the atoning sacrifice for our sins. 

Beloved since God loved us so much, we also ought to love one another.”

1 https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/mar/27/weaponise-the-meaning-of-2017s-political-buzzword

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/mar/27/weaponise-the-meaning-of-2017s-political-buzzword


Let us return together now to the sacrament of that love as we do as the Lord 

commanded us the night of his death.

That such a vision often DOES appear oppressive and tyrannical to us reflects a basic 

and unexamined materialism and atheism at the heart of our contemporary 

understanding of the human person and our world.

If I exist simply as the fruit of some random process of physical, molecular and 

biological process of evolution, and so does everyone else, then there can be no 

legitimate limits placed on the way I use my powers – either sexually or in any other 

way. Or rather, the only limitation that can be allowed is on my harming another person 

through my use of my powers.



Such an understanding is deeply problematic. 

Make no mistake. The Christian life is a life lived and enjoyed. We are intended – even 

called -- to appreciate the good things in life. As G.K. Chesterton once put it. “Wherever

a Catholic sun doth shine, there is plenty of food and good red wine. But just as enjoying

food and good wine need not lead inevitably to obesity and alcoholism, so enjoying and 

appreciating the gift of sexuality does demand us to deny that there can be any 

legitimate limits to sexual activity.



By way of contrast, as a society we seem to have decided for example that the most 

profound moral issue we face is what is commonly referred to as a hatred of those whose

sexual preferences and self identity are in a minority.  Hatred, in this context is defined 

broadly as disagreement with the cultural consensus that these matters are at the very 

heart of human identity. And one can only be certified free of hatred by whole hearted 

agreement with every assertion made in the course of affirming 


